
CARTRIDGE CONDENSERS
. . . triple - sealed

Was -sealed or pitched end
cartridg or tubular conden.
sem for batter moisture -proof
qualities.

SOME time ago Aerovox introduced the imbedded foil lined tubing and
wax -sealed ends in cartridge condensers. The moisture -proof qualities ex-

ceeded fondest expectations.

Came AC -DC miniature sets, however, with cramped chassis and inch -saving

requirements. The most compact condensers as well as other components were

sought. Reluctantly we went fo the spun -over -end design, without imbedded

foil lining and without waxed -sealed or pitched ends, but substantially shorter.

Today the industry returns to full-sized sets ... higher type performance .

more lasting satisfaction. And so we re -introduce the triple -sealed cartridge

condenser with its improved moisture -proof qualities, just as rapidly as produc
tion will permit. Single and dual sections . .. wide range of capacities ...
200, 400, 600 and 1000 volt ratings . . and three times sealed:

FIRST SEAL: Non inductively wound sec.
Eon of selected paper and foil, was -coated.

 SECOND SEAL: Heavy wasfrepregnand
tubing with imbedded aluminum foil lining.

 THIRD SEAL: Liberal wassealed or

pitched ends in place of usual unsealed

pun.aver ends.

RESULTS: Humidity tests tell the story.

At 911% relative humidity, triple -sealed

units indicate 492 times longer life than

censer/19nel tubeless. As for comparative
leakage, in 100itour humidity test, 98%
relative humidity, a batch of .1 entd. triple.
sealed units averaging 14,500 megohms in
initial insulation resistance, dropped only
to 13,000 megohms. By comparison. con.
ventional units dropped +a zero resistance.

SEND FOR DATA: New 1933 general catalog,
covering entire line of Aerovos condensers and
resistors for radio and allied purposes. A yours
for the asking.

COMPARE

LIST PRICES!

You want quarty, of course.
But also price. So when
purchasing condensers and
resistors. bear in cried The,

Aerosol, list micas are in

many, many inSflrICeS cam
siderably lower than com-
petitive makes of similar

products. Surely A is not

your intention to pay more
money for other makes

when you a. buy of lower
prices Me Aerovor brand
with its unparalleled repu-
tation.

N RA AEROVOX CORPORATION
70 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Sales Offices en All Principal Cities

Radio Editors of
magazines and news-
papers are hereby
given permission to
reprint in whole or
in pert, with proper
credit. the Aerovos
Corporationdlecon.
tenh of this issue of
the Aerovox Research

Worker.
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 bring to
the Radio Experi-
menter and Engineer
authoritative, first
hand information .
condensers and resis-
tances for radio work.
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Voltage Dividers Their Application and Design
By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation

STEANGE as it seems, the voltage
divider is one of the most mis-

understood parts used in the radio
field. Yet, it represents only ordinary
d.c. engineering and should be readily
understood by anyone who is ac-
quainted with the fundamental laws of
electricity. Questions are being re-
ceived from radiomen who wish to
find the specifications for voltage divi-
ders of new sets which they have
built; there are also roan, inquiries
regarding a solution for the man who
wishes to repair an old set when re-
placement parts are no longer avail-
able. It is hoped that this article vedl
provide an answer for all such ques-
tions.

PURPOSE OF VOLTAGE
DIVIDERS

Since there are some receivers
which do not have voltage dividers it
is useful to explain their purpose and
advantage here.

Curves of any rectifier will show
that the output voltage varies with the
load and that without a load the vol-
tage may go up to the peak value of
the transformer secondary voltage.
For the sake of economy it is not cus-
tomary to employ filter condensers
which are able to withstand this high
voltage with some margin left ovet

volesuges. Therefore, a voltage dm -
der would be necessuy as a safety
measure to provide a minimum load
should the tubes be removed and the
set turned on or in case the load is
removed due to a defect.

The name "voltage divider" already
shows another one of its purposes-
to "divide" the voltage or to supply to
various parts of the circuit the differ-
ent potentials required. This can be

accomplished, however, by a simple
series resistance which is cheaper
flows the standpoint of first cost as
well as current consumption. The, -
fore, a voltage divider is used when
1w addition to this second purpose, it
is also desired to provide a certain
amount of regulation so that the vol-
tages at different tube elements will
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Let us take an example: A small
superheterodyne having the following
tubes; 58 as r.f. stage, a 2A7 oscillator -
mixer, a 58 If. tube, a 2B7 detector
and a pentode output stage, is to be
supplied with the proper voltages.
Assuming now that all tubes are self
biased and that all plates are supplied
directly from the power supply, the

WHERE PLATE LOAD IS INSERTED
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not vary too much when the tube's
plate current varies.

Summarising the above remarks, a
voltage divider has three purposes:
(1) to protect the condensers from
overload, (2) to "divide" the voltage,
and (3) to provide a certain degree of
regulation.

APPLICATION OF VOLTAGE
DIVIDERS

The average problem in providing a
voltage divider rims about as follows:

a power supply with a certain
voltagevo and current rating and given
the number and type of tubes to be
employed with their operating cur-
rents and potentials, how can we sup-
ply these tubes satisfactorily, in the
simplest and yet satisfactory way.

Problem reduces to supplying the
screens. This could be done in three
ways.

The tube manual will show that all
tubes require the same screen voltage
(100 volts) and so it would be possible
to supply these screens from a voltage
divider with a single tap as shown in
Fig. IA. This divider can also consist
of two separate resistors of the right
value. Lately, many of the small sets
have no longer a vitreous enamelled
resistor but include a divider made up
from two or more carbon resistors.
As long as the current to be supplied
is not too heavy this method can be
used to advantage. It is recommended
that the power consumption for each
section be calculated and the resistor
be chosen accordingly.
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It is also possible to supply the
screens through a series resistor from
the high voltage supply (Fig. 1B), but
in that case the regulation will be
bad, for the screen voltage will drop
when the volume control is turned up

T2:4A

Fig. IB

full and when the variable tubes draw
maximum current. Also, if this is
done there should be a separate
bleeder. The lath of regulation is
sometimes an advantage for when
the tubes are self biased and the bias
resistor is variable, the actual screen
voltage applied to the tube is equal to
the potential difference between the
cathode and the screen and not be-
tween the chassis and the screen. So,
in order to arrive at the actual screen
voltage one must subtract the cath-
ode -to -ground potential from the
screen -to -ground potential. When the
cathode -to -ground potential is varied
by means of the volume control the
actual screen voltage increases with
higher volume control settings. This
effect is opposite to that of the bad
regulation so they tend to neutralize
each other. From this standpoint the
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which may have a pentode output
tube, several r.f. pentodes, an oscilla-
tor of the 57 or 58 type which is being
fed lower voltages and the set has a
separate ay.c. tube of the 56 type
which requires a negative voltage sup-
ply because its plate N connected to
the chassis through a load. Further-
more, it is assumed that the bias of
the pentode is to be taken from the
voltage divider instead of using self
bias. This figure is given as an illus-
tration of what a voltage divider of a
rather complicated set may look like
and not as a design of a receiver nor
as an opinion that these are necessar
ily the most desirable operating poten-
tials. Presently it will be shown how
the correct resistor values can be ob-
tained.

Finally some receivers have even
more complicated voltage dividers,
consisting of several tapped resistors
in parallel. These may be used in
large sets when it is essential to pre-
vent coupling between certain sec-
tions, or it may have been designed
O ith a view to keeping the voltage be-
tween certain points constant.

DESIGN OF VOLTAGE
DIVIDERS

The calculation of the correct resist-
ance values and the power rating of
voltage dividers involves nothing but
the use of Ohm's Law and Kirehoff's

TO SCREEN
OF R.F.

second method is better than the first
when volume control is obtained by
means of varying the self bias. How-
ever, with aw.c. the first method is
better.

A third possible method is to use
individual series resistors for each
screen as in Fig. 10. This has the
advantage of less coupling between
stages. The actual calculation of cor-
rect values will be discussed later.

In ,certain cases where the advan-
tage of regulation and of isolation are
to be combined, dividers
for each stage are being used. This
method shown in Fig. ID, is some-
times employed in amplifiers having
several high gain stages so that it is
very important to guard against any
source intercoupling between
stages.

fjitL1r:x.Tgzr: voltage divider

/C
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TO SCREEN

Law (li=o). When a voltage divider
as in Fig. IA and Fig. 2 is to be used
one can arrive at the proper values by
experimentation or by calculation.
For an experimenter or a designer of
just one set or for the replacement of
a divider which is no longer made, it
is perhaps easiest to employ a so -
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ea led "adjustable voltage divider".
In its most up-to-date form, this unit
consists of a vitreous enamelled resis-
tor having the enamel removed along
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a line running the entire length of the
resistor and about a quarter inch wide
so that sliding straps can make con-
tact with the bare wire. This type is
available in different lengths and with
several adjustable sliders as shown in
Fig. 3. The sliders can be adjusted
until the voltages and currents are
correct as determined by suitable
measuring instruments. There remains
to be determined the correct size to
use.

The total resistance depends on the
bleeder current that is to be allowed;
M order to provide the best regula-
tion the bleeder current should be as
high as possible without overloading
any part in the power supply. In gen-

e ral, about 20 ma. is a good value.
Right here it is necessary to point out
a cox -ninon error. Supposing the power
supply (after passing through the
choke and perhaps the speaker -field)
is 240 volts and a 20 ma. bleeder cur-
rent is desired. Many radiomen con-
clude that the total resistance of the
divider should be 12000 ohms because
this will allow just 20 ma. to flow
when connected across 240 volts.
However, when the resistor is tapped
and some current is drawn from the
tap, this current most pass through
the upper section, making the voltage
drop across the upper portion larger,
across the lower portion smaller and
thus reducing the bleeder current to
less than 20 ma. Therefore, if ex-
actly 20 Ina. bleeder current is desired,
the total resistance will have to be
smaller than 12000 ohms in this case.
If the correct resistance value is not
known and the experimenter is not
mathematically inclined he could em-
ploy a 12000 ohm divider and connect
his B -plus lead to the upper variable
tap, leaving the upper portion unused.
All taps then have to be adjusted, the
upper one too and the bleeder currentought

to be measured.

Another method to follow is to em-
ploy several power rheostats, tempo-
rarily adjust them until the proper
operating conditions are obtained,
then measure the resistance of each
section and replace them with the
nearest commertial value of fixed re-
sistor or have a special tapped one
made up (in the case of quantity pro-
duction).

Finally there is the method of cal-
culation. The following procedure is
to be followed:

1. Determine what voltage is re-
quired at each tap and what cur-
rent is to be drawn from it.
The tube manual will give this
information. If this is not the
case, the required data can be
obtained by measurement.

Determine what bleeder current
is desired. It depends on how
much the total drain of all tubes
is and how much more the
power supply can deliver with-
out overheating.

Determine the current which
will flow in each section of the
divider (by Kirchoff's Law).

Calculate the resistance of one
section at a time by means of
Ohm's Law.

5. Determine the power rating.
When a single divider with sev-
eral taps and uniform power rat-
ing is used. The power rating
should be obtained by employ-
ing the equation

FRWatts= o0.0
, when I is expressed in milliamperes.

The value of I here should be the
highest current any section is requited
to carry. If the divider is to consist
of several resistors the wattage for
each section should be calculated
separately and the actual current M
that section should be used foe the
calculation. This sounds complicated
but it isn't. As an example the vol-
tage divider shown in Fig. 2 will be
discussed.

Step 1 requires us to find the cur-
rent at all taps and in order to visual -

for the reader how currents leave
the divider and return to it later, the
same divider has been shown again in
Fig. 4 with the external paths shown
in dotted lines. The current in each
section is also given.

The currents which pass through
the tubes finally arrive at the chassis
and then join the bleeder current
again. At the same tap, the ground
tap, where all these currents return,
the plate current for the a.v.c. tube
leaves the divider.
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Step 2 requires the determination of
the bleeder current. The total of all
currents drawn by tubes, as shown in
Fig. 2, is 70 ma. Assuming that a
transformer is used which is rated at
100 ma., wishing not to overheat it,
the maximum current could be re-
stricted to 90 ma. This leaves 20 ma.
for the bleeder.

Now supposing that all currents and
voltages at the taps are known the
current in each section is found by
simple addition. Beginning with sec -
ton 4, the current here is equal to the

bleeder current plus the .2 ma. for the
a.v.c. tube; a total of 20.2 ma. Section
three must carry in addition the .1
ma. which leaves at the 45 volttap, a
total of 20.3 ma.

Section two carries 4 ma. more
which makes 24.3 ma_ Section one
carries again .7 ma. more or 25 ma.

At the ground tap all these currents
return but .2 ma. leaves. The current
in section 5 is then
20.2 + .1 -I 4
+ .7 L 65 - .2 = 89.8 ma.
The current in section 6 is the same
and in section seven the .2 ma. has re-
turned making a total of 90 ma.

Step 4 requires us to find the re-
sistance of each section. This is simp-
ly an application of Ohm's Law. Sec.
tion 1 has 100 volts across its termi-
nals and a curnt of 25 ma. flowing
through it, themesistance is then

00
Section 1 5

1

Tis X 1000 = 4000 ohms
Similarly, the resistance values of the

other sections are
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Section 2 2.55,(.÷ X 1030 = 2058 ohms

Section 3 eo5.-T X 1000=-2710 ohms

Section 4 2*. X 1000=2228 ohms
6.5

Section 5 89.8
X 1000 = 184 ohms

Section 6 28:1:- X 1000= 317 ohms

Section 7 905- X 1000 = 167 ohms
Total resistance 11664 ohms

Assuming that the divider is to be
of uniform power rating, the current
to be considered is the largest one,

r1664 X
ma. The

power rating is than

In the case that separate resistors
the -power wofatelaschaPs7e0c7iOn is

found by multiplying the voltage
across each section by the current
flowing in it. If this current is ex-
pressed in ma the result should be
divided by 1000. Thus the power con-

,,edin section 1 is

2.5 watts
1000

same way.
sections are treated in the

Power supplies of the type shown
in Fig. 1B and IC are simply series
resistors. After finding what the cur-
rent consumption is and what the vol-
tage across this dropping resistor
should be, the resistance is at once
found by Ohm's Law.

It is at once obvious that the vol-
tage divider offers a common impe-
dance to several circuits and so may
give rise to regeneration or degenera-
tion. The obvious remedy for this is
to employ bypass condensers and if
necessary extra filters stages in indi-
vidual supply leads. It should be re-
membered that in order to constitute
an efficient bypass, the condenser re-
actance should be considerable lower,
about .1 of the resistance being by-
passed, at the lowest frequency to be
amplified. This becomes difficult when
the resistance value is small and low
audio frequencies should be amplified.

By regulation we mean the ability
of the resistance network to maintain
constant voltage with varying load,
due to volume control for instance.
The only way to obtain satisfactory
regulation is to employ a bleeder cur-
rent which is large compared to the
variations in load current. Even so, it
i impossible to obtain perfect regula-

tion for this would require an infinitely
large bleeder current. These two
problems of decoupling and regulation
will be discussed in the following is-

ue.


